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About This Content

Following the Fall of France, a plan is conceived to invade the United Kingdom. Can air and naval superiority over the English
Channel be achieved? Will the establishment of a beachhead in south-east England be successful? Will the German flag be

hoisted above London? Take command of German forces and some of their allies and prepare for the largest amphibious assault
in German history.

Operation Sea Lion is a massive expansion of 30 scenarios, using features never attempted in Panzer Corps before. Auxiliary
ground, air and naval forces that survive a mission may follow your army into the next mission, repair/build bridges and

airfields, gain naval and air superiority, structures and units switching sides, defecting troops. Sea Lion features an elaborate
campaign structure with three possible amphibious operations to chose from. Fight your way up from southern England to the

Orkney Islands in the north.

The campaign can be started with the core force from DLC 40, so you can begin the invasion of England with the core forces
that emerged victorious in France. Alternatively players can start with a preset core force.

Scenario list
Channel Islands, Eagle Attack, Dover, Canterbury, Gravesend, Crossing the Thames, Basildon, Luton, Brighton, Newick,
Guildford, Reading, Farnborough, Milton Keynes, Gibraltar, Lyme Regis, Minehead, Plymouth, Shepton Mallet, Bristol,

Besieging London, Storming London, Oxford, Coventry, Irish Sea, North Sea, Hadrian's Wall, Antonine's Wall, Orkney Islands,
Reykjavik.
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fairly standard rpg in that you can be a caster or a hunter with range weapons, and a hack and slash guy. the quest are fun and it
is adictive, the monsters look good also, has a weird areana fighting quest to do that are not really worth doing but still overall a
good game.. Me, I like it. It'snot perfect. But I like it.. DO NOT GET THIS**
Is this a joke what a pice of crap tryed to play in expert mode can't make it to the end of the line the lag (FPS) get so bad I have
to escape and leave the game tryed 3 times in a row....DO NOT BUY THIS SCRAP.. Neil Gaiman and ghosts.

if u need anything more to convince you, you don't deserve to be convinced. As a software pinball player and also owning
several real pins, this is a fun table. I can really appreciate the effort to create a fast professional layout to keep people coming
back for more. Nice job to the dev team.
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I recommend this title if you are looking for a quirky light heart RPG with an old school battle system. I look forward in future
titles from this author.. Fantastic action arcade game. Chickens, bikers, chicken bikers.. It's very enjoyable and I look forward
to updating this review upon completion of recording,

Awesome devs too.. A shallow and very boring experience. I couldn't bring myself finishing the first world map. Lacks story,
atmosphere, some kind of suspense and it's repetitive. Quests have you waiting for in-game-nightfall. Lacks lots of genre
standards. If you're into greek ARPG you'd have a good time with Titan Quest instead or Zeus (Master of Olympus) for a
general "greek-themed" startegy game.

It's not worth your time if they'd pay you to play it.. Elementary My Dear Majesty! is a game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- it has trading cards
- it is casual
- it has hidden objects

Enjoy!. it has promise, but most of the minigames just never come together right, and I didn't much care for the writing. I think
it's a solid game. It's relaxing to play and surprisingly entertaining. I do wish there was a faster fast forward or higher yeld to
make the game progress a bit faster, but the game is in early access so who knows what the finished game will be like. As of
now though, I can sadly recommend this game for anyone looking for a nice simple managment game.. What a beautifully
strange fantasy of a game, really enjoyed my time with it
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